HOAKALEI CULTURAL FOUNDATION–STEWARDSHIP
OF THE HONOULIULI PRESERVATION AREAS
Through an agreement between Haseko Inc. and the State of Hawai‘i, the
Hoakalei Cultural Foundation (Hoakalei CF) serves as the steward of nearly 25
acres of land along the Honouliuli coastal zone. The land comprises three
preservation areas which include traditional Hawaiian house sites, shelters, dryland agricultural
features and walls; and
historic structures
including the ruins of a
piggery and chicken
farm. The preservation
sites are now known as
“Kauhale,” “Ahu” and
“Kuapapa” (see figure
depicting the three
preservation areas on
the land).
Kupuna Eaton, Aunty Mary Serrao, members of the Hoakalei Cultural Foundation, community members,
Archaeologists and UH-Education Students participated in a site trip in 2007 to discuss preservation and
educational program development at the Kauhale Preserve.
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Due to changes in long term land use practices as early as the mid 1800s,
many of the sites and features on the land deteriorated over time. The
traditional knowledge of place has also become fragmented. But through
detailed research in native Hawaiian language accounts and historical records
we are finding important histories recorded by elder Hawaiians of the 1800s
to help answer some questions about life on the land. Further, the personal
memories of kama‘āina of the land—those who have lived in Honouliuli
Ahupua‘a throughout their lives, helps us piece together facets of the history
of shoreward Honouliuli. Today, some of the cultural sites (“archaeological
features”) look like rubble piles, reflecting the impacts of more than 100
years of ranching (ca. 1850s to 1960), sugar plantation development (1890
to ca. 1970) and a period of military occupation and use of the land for
training operations in the years prior to and following World War II.

The Preservation Sites
(1) The Kauhale Preserve includes traditional sites interpreted as having
served as residences (with temporary/short term, and long term generational
uses); dry land agricultural sites where crops such as ‘uala (sweet potatoes),
ipu/hue (gourds), kō (sugar cane), hala (pandanus) and other important
plants for sustaining traditional life would have grown; workshop areas; and
other features associated with daily life in ancient times.
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2007 field trip to Kauhale
Preserve with community
members, University of Hawai‘i
students, archaeologists and
planners to discuss
interpretive-educational
program development.
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The Kauhale Preserve
also includes the
remnants of a wetland
feature, approximately
6.2 acres in area, and
which is home to
several endangered
native water birds –
the kūkuluāe‘o
(Himantopus
mexicanus knudseni),
koloa (Anas
wynvilliana) and ‘alae
kea (Fulica alai). It is
also likely that in
Kūkuluāe‘o at home in the Kauhale Preserve Wetland.
traditional times, when
water resources were higher, the area would have been home to endemic ‘ōpae
(brackish water shrimp) and wetland plants. Based on native witness testimonies of
the 1840s, it is safe to assume that the muddy flats around the wetland served as an
important “kula ‘ālialia” (salt making flatland) for people who fished and gathered limu
along this section of the Honouliuli shoreline.
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2007 field trip to wetland
preserve to discuss interpretiveeducational program
opportunities.

While the actual wetland preserve is
water stressed, the kūkuluāe‘o
(Hawaiian stilts) have found a home
in nearby new water features of the
Hoakalei development.
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The Pu‘uloa Slat Works in 1909
(USGS photograph).

Loko pa‘akai (salt ponds) like
these still used at Pū‘olo, Kaua‘i,
are like ones that could be made
as cultural demonstration sites
within the Kauhale Preserve.
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Below the wetland are found other sites
which include an overlay of historic military
debris, and which have been further impacted in recent times by their use for dumping
rubbish, as makeshift camps, and in gathering introduced kiawe (Prosopis sp.) wood.
Because of these impacts, the integrity of
these sites has been greatly compromised,
and their function and form are uncertain.

The Hoakalei Culture Foundation is presently
overseeing hand clearing of invasive kiawe
overgrowth in the upper section of the
Kauhale Preserve, and laying out an interpretive trail to help provide access to some
Kauna‘oa and Pōhuehue were once
of the cultural resources found in the area.
common along the Honouliuli shoreline.
As the Foundation develops interpretive wayside exhibits and documentary
materials, these resources will provide students with opportunities for “place
based” field programs. Such sites are within easy distance of community schools
and area neighbor-hoods. By walking the land, participating in stewardship and
outreach programs, our youth and members of the neighboring communities will
explore their island history and be inspired to pass the legacy of the cultural
landscape on to future generations.
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Clearing kiawe overgrowth that
has damaged sites is done by
hand to ensure long term access
and care of cultural resources of
the Hoakalei preservation areas.

Once cleared and stabilized,
cultural sites will be monitored
accessed through designated
interpretive trails.
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(2) The Ahu Preserve
contains one site with
several possible
contributing features.
Most notable is the
single most impressive
feature in size and form
of the three preservation areas (pictured at
right). A platform of
dry-stacked coral
cobbles roughly 36 feet
long, 32 feet wide, and
4 feet high. Based on
early archaeological
field work and form, it
has been suggested that this site may have served some ceremonial purpose, as
a place where prayers might have been offered to increase rainfall on the drier
lowlands; or as a site where, though not immediately along the shore, it might
also have served as a fisherman’s shrine (heiau ko‘a).
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The “Ahu” (Site No. 3209) is the largest
and best preserved site found within
the three preservation areas.

The three preservation areas are
home to sites which had the most
integrity in form of any found during
archaeological field work in the years
prior to beginning development of the
Haseko project.
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(3) The Kuapapa Preserve contains several sites which supported both short and
long-term recurring residency, possibly animal husbandry, and dryland agricultural
activities. The people here relied upon the bounty of the ocean (fish and
seaweeds) as their primary food sources, and like other areas of the drier
Honouliuli coastal lands, exchanged their products with family members who lived
inland where irrigated fields produced kalo and other important resources.

House site in the
Kuapapa Preserve.
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Aerial photo (ca. 1960) of the ‘Ewa Beach-Kalaeloa region. The locations of the wetland
and Hoakalei preservation areas are seen along with the range of the sugar fields, the
piggery and kiawe overgrowth.
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Within the boundaries of this preservation area are also found the remains of a
modern pig farm. Aerial photographs from the early 1960s depict the pig farm
sites, with corrugated roofing and cement foundations.
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Programs of the Hoakalei Cultural Foundation (Hoakalei CF) extend beyond the
preservation areas and research/outreach programs, to the shoreline where
several endemic Hawaiian plants and cultural resources are found, and out to
the papa (the near shore reefs) where valued limu and aquatic resources are
found. Most recently, on June 4, 2012, Keiki to Kūpuna participated in an
invasive seaweed removal program on the papa fronting One‘ula Beach Park, in
partnership with Hoakalei CF, University of Hawai‘i marine resources specialists,
and community members.
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Kupuna Eaton shared personal recollections of life along the Pu‘uloa shoreline in the
1930s, with participants in the shoreline stewardship project on June 4, 2012.
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The Hoakalei Cultural Foundation works to engage community youth, families and
resource people in stewardship program to promote care wise use of our
natural/cultural resources and to pass the legacy on to future generations.
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HONOULIULI IS A STORIED LANDSCAPE

Maiapilo (Capparis
sandwichiana) is one of the
plants that was traditional
found along the Honouliuli
shoreline, and one that will be
brought back to the land
through Foundation programs.

That many changes have occurred on the land
even over the last 25 years is clear to see. We
will never know all the traditions, noted places
and wahi pana of the landscape, nor all the
people who walked the land. But through efforts
of community stewardship, the land can share
facets of its history, and also be home to new
generations. The Hoakalei Cultural Foundation
is dedicated to ensure that factual history and
traditions which have time depth on the land
and in the lives of the people who called
Honouliuli “home” are known and passed on. It
is hoped that with this knowledge coming from
many “hālau” (schools), that we can together
ensure wise use, respect and aloha for the ‘āina
(land) and kai (sea) of Honouliuli—that this
place will be cared for by all who call it home or
tread upon the land.
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Kingdom Register Map
No. 405 – Honouliuli
Ahupua‘a (W.D.
Alexander, 1873)
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One ancient visitor to ‘Ewa, the goddess Hi‘iaka, walked along the coastal flat
lands of Honouliuli. Along the way, she gathered blossoms of plants now rare,
which she made into lei for herself. It was from the Hawaiian language
narrative that the name “Hoakalei” was relearned, and it is the source of the
inspiration for the Hoakalei Cultural Foundation:
…Hi‘iaka continued down the trail and arrived at Kūalaka‘i. At Kūalaka‘i, the
trail took her to a spring of cool water. Looking into the spring, she saw her
reflection shining brightly upon the water’s surface. Hi‘iaka also saw two lehua
trees growing on each side of the
spring. Now these two lehua trees
were completely covered with
blossoms. She then picked the
lehua blossoms of these two trees
and wove garlands for herself.
A lehua blossom of the ‘ōhi‘a from
the dryland forest. These trees
once grew down to the shoreline
of Honouliuli.
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Hi‘iaka made four strands for her lei, she then removed the garlands
of ma‘o which she received when descending from Pōhākea, and set
them aside. She then took the garlands which she had made, and
adorned herself with them. Hi‘iaka then heard a voice calling out from
the area of Kānehili:
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O Hi‘iaka ka wahine
Ke ‘ako la i ka pua o Hoakalei
Ke kui la, ke uo la i ka mānai
‘Ehā ka lei, ka ‘āpana lei lehua
a ka wahine la
Ku‘u pōki‘i
Ku‘u pōki‘i mai ke ehu makani
o lalo
Lulumi aku la i ke kai o Hilo-one
No Hilo ke aloha
Aloha wale ka lei e—

Hi‘iaka is the woman
Who picked the flowers of
Hoakalei
And with a needle strung and
made them into
Four garlands, the sectioned lei
of the woman
O my younger sibling
My younger sibling who came
from the place where the dusty
wind rises from below
Overturned in the sea of Hiloone
The aloha is for Hilo
Love for the lei—
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That place, Hilo-one, which is mentioned in the mele [chant], is situated on
the northern side of Kūalaka’i, close to Kalaeloa. And the name of the spring
in which Hi‘iaka looked and saw her reflection was Hoakalei [Reflection of a
lei]. It was at this place
that Hi‘iaka saw the two
lehua trees growing,
from which she picked
the blossoms to make
her four garlands.
[Nupepa Ka Hoku o
Hawaii, Feb. 22, 1927.
Kepā Maly, Translator.]

Po‘opo‘o (sinkholes) like this one at Kalaeloa, provided ancient residents of the Honouliuli
coastal lands with potable water – perhaps like the spring, Hoakalei. Dry po‘opo‘o were
used as planting areas, for refuges and other practices of old.
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THE SHORELINE AND COASTAL PLANTS:
Naio, the false sandalwood (Myoporum stellatum) is unique, not found
naturally anywhere else on earth, as this variety only grows at a few
locations in Honouliuli Ahupua‘a. With the assistance of Rick Barboza (Hui
Kū Maoli Ola), the Hoakalei Cultural Foundation is working with Haseko
Inc., the State and City to ensure protection of this Hawaiian treasure, and
to develop
opportunities for
out-plantings.

The Honouliuli naio in
bloom along the One‘ula
shoreline 2012.
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A diverse plant community made up of naio (Myoporum stellatum), kou
(Cordia subcordata), ‘ilma (Sida fallax), ‘ōhelo kai (Lycium sandwicense),
‘aki‘aki (Sporobolus virginicus) and alena (Boerhaavia diffusa) occurs along
one section of the One‘ula shoreline.
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Old growth naio
(Myoporum stellatum)
is found along the
perched coral flats of
One‘ula.

Rick Barboza of Hui Kū Maoli Ola
in the field along the One‘ula
shoreline is engaged in helping
Hoakalei Cultural Foundation
(Hoakalei CF) identify Hawaiian
plants growing on the coast.
Here, documenting a patch of
‘ākulikuli kai or ‘ōhelo kai
(Lycium sandwicense).
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Close up of ‘ākulikuli kai or ‘ōhelo kai (Lycium sandwicense).
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Sadly, much of the One‘ula
shoreline has become a
dumping ground for all kinds of
‘ōpala. This incredible
shoreline wilderness falls
under agency jurisdiction, and
community members and
organizations like the Hoakalei
Cultural Foundation are
coming together with land
owners and agencies to help
return it to its natural health,
and as a place where all of the
island community can feel
safe. Good stewardship of the
One‘ula-Kūalaka‘i coastline is
good for the land, sea, and
people, and will enrich the
lives of present and future
generations.
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The old military fence line separating the One‘ula coastline from the coastal stretch
towards Kūalaka‘i.

Discussions are being held to explore the possibility of removing this modern barrier,
and once again, freely sharing the length of the shoreline with the public. Wise use
and responsible stewardship of the resources will facilitate ease of access along this
special coast.
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HOAKALEI CULTURAL FOUNDATION
E Hana Pono no ka ‘Āina a me ka Ho‘oilina o ‘Ewa
Working to Ensure Good Stewardship of the Land and
Heritage of the ‘Ewa Plain
To learn more about programs of the
Hoakalei Cultural Foundation, and about
ways to become involved in stewardship
activities, please contact Kepā Maly.
“Aia no ke ola i ka hana a ka lima!”
(Life is there in working with one’s hands!)

www.hoakaleifoundation.org
Kepā Maly
Executive Director
808.563.0787
kepa@hoakaleifoundation.org
(find us on FaceBook as well)
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